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Abstract approved

The impact of the electronic computer on the teach-

ing of mathematics, science, and engineering has created

the need for a relatively low cost instructional digital

computer. SPEDTAC (stored Program Educational oigital

Transistorized Automatic Computer) was designed specifi-

cally to fulfill this need.

?he prototype described is a serial, solid state,

single address, binary type stored program digital cort-

puter. The magnetic disc memory has a capacity of 256

thirteen bit words, with an average access time of 8.3

milliseconds.

Registers are implemented from transistor flip-

ftops, and the diode-transistor NAND circuit is the

principal logical gating element. Stroke and dagger

functions are used to describe the logical design
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equations.

PIug in printed circuit cards and a built in

marginal testing facility provide ease of maintenance.

There are no special cooling or power requirements.

The computer has a repertoire of sixteen basic in-

structions which permit the handling of a wj-de variety

of arithmetic and logical problems. A varj-ety of pro-

grams and subroutines have been prepared and tested.

Operation over a period of a year has shown relia-

bility and results in the classroom to be good.

Recommendation is made that consideration be gi-ven

to doubling the word capacity of the memory in future

models.
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SPEDTAC: A DIGITAI, COMPUTER FOR INSTRUCTIONAL USE

INTRODUCTION

The impact of the electronic computer on the teach-

ing of mathematics, science, and engineering has created

the need for a relatively low cost digital computer for

classroom and laboratory use. SPEDTAC (Stored program

Educational Digital fransistorized Automatic Computer),

was designed specifically to fu1fi11 this need. SPEDTAC

is a serial, binary, single-address, fixed point, solid

state, stored program digital computer parti-cularly

ori-ented towards instructional use.

The work was sponsored by the National Science

Foundation under the New Laboratory Equipment Program of

the Course Content Improvement Section. A prototlpe was

first put into operation during the spring of L962 at

Oregon College of Education, Monmouth, Oregon. Final

modifications were completed during the spring of 1963

after approximately one year of operation and evaluation.

It is the purpose of this paper to present at an

introductory level a description of SPEDTAC in the hope

that it will serve as a model for the construction of

similar computers to be used throughout the high schools

and colleg:es of the nation.



CHAPTER I

COMPUTER ORGANIZATION

The basic organizaLion of the machine is represented

in the block diagram of Figure 1. The major subdivisions

of the computer are the memory unit, the control unit

the arithmetic and logical unit, and the input-output

unit. The solid lines appearing in Figrure 1 designate

data transmission lines and the dashed lines designate

control li,nes. The function of each of these major sub-

divisions will be described briefly at this time.

Memory
Unit Arithmetic and

Logical Unit

Input-
Output
Unit

I

L- - - -t
I

I

I

I

I

___J

Control Unit

Fig. 1. Computer Organization



The Memory Unit

A functional description. The principal function

of the memory unit is to provide program storage for the

computer. A program consists of data in the form of a

list of instructions which the computer must execute in

order to solve a particular problem, along with any other

numerical data which is needed. The memory unit in

SPEDTAC also supplies certain timing signals required by

the computer. The device consists of a magnetic disc of

the Bernoulli type upon which information is stored

serially. The disc is divided into five tracks, three

of which are used for timing purposes and two for data

storage. Each data storage track is in turn divided into

L28 sectors. Looking ahead to Figure 13, page%, may

help to visualize the geometry of the dlsc. Each sector

is identified by a binary number address which is re-

corded close by on one of the timing tracks. In each

sector location, thJ-rteen bits (binary digits) of infor-

mation in the form of a word may be stored.

The format of words stored in memorv. A word may

consist of a piece of data, such as an ordj.nary number,

or an instruction which the computer is to obey. Trhese
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two tlpes of computer words are irrustrated in Figure 2.

An instruction word is divided into two parts; the left

hand part consists of a number specifying an operation

code which tells the computer what to do next, such as

add or subtract or stop. ILre right hand part contains

a number specifying the address or location in memory

where the computer is to obtain the data on which to per-

form the specified operation. TLris tlpe of instruction

word which contains only one address is calIed a single-

address instructiorr. I

Sign Magnitude

1 I 12 bits
A data word

B1
op.

ank Code Address

4 bits I bits
"What rr I'Where "

An instruction word

Fig. 2. Format of words stored in memory

'l
-The information which causes a computer to perform

a specific operation is often synonymously called an
"instruction," "orderr" or "command" by various authors.
In this paper, "instruction" is used. "Command" will
designate an electrical signal which causes the computer
to perform an operation, and "order" will designate
sequence
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The sequence of instructions taken from memory.

Unless the computer is programmed to do otherwise, in-

structions located in successively numbered addresses in

memory appear to be picked up and executed in order.

Actua11y, they are treated internally in a slightly dif-

ferent way in order to speed up the overall operation of

the computer.

The Control Unit

The Control Unit is comprised of the Next Address

Register, the Instruction Register, the Phase Timing Unit,

and the Bit Time Counter.

The Next Address Register contains the address of

the next instruction to be carried out. After this

address is located in memory, the instruction stored

there is transferred to the Instruction Register.

T'l:e Instruction Register holds the instruction until

it has been executed. It is divided into two parts; one

part holds the instruction code, and the other part recir-

culates the address to which the instruction refers--

usually the operand address.

The Phase Timing Unit produces four timing phases
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gO through /, r^tricfr control the search for, the picking

up, and the execution of an instruction. This cycle j_s

repeated again and again throughout the course of a pro-

gram.

The Bit Time Counter is driven from the clock timing

track located on the dj-sc memory and is decoded to pro-

vide additional timing signals required by the computer.

The Arithmetic and Logical Unit

The Arithmetic and Logical Unit contains in addition

to the logic for implementing the various arithmetic and

Iogical operations, a third register caIled the Accumu-

Iator. The Accumulator, j-n an arithmetic or logical

operation, holds one of the operands. This operand is

combined in a way specified by the operation code with

the second operand which is extracted from the memory.

The result is retained in the Accumulator.

The Input-Output Unit

Input to the computer may be accomplished manually

by means of push buttons located below the indicator dis-

play 1amps. These lamps provide visual display of the
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contents of all registers. An optional tape reader and

punch may be used for faster input-output under control

of a subroutine. Various types of output printers may

also be added.



CHAPTER II

THE LOGICAL BUILDING BLOCKS

The Relationship Between NAND and NOR Logic and "English,'
Logic

The principal logical elements or building blocks

of SPEDTAC are of the NAI{D and NOR types. It is antici-

pated that the reader is probably more familiar with the

Iogical connectj-ves AND, OR, and NOT, so the relationships

between NAND and NOR logic and the more familiar ,,English,,

Iogic will be presented with the aid of truth tables (5,

p. 300-301) and (7 , p. 46) .

The truth table enables a rapid determination of

the binary output of a logical element for all possible

combinations of input binary states. A true state is

represented by a 1; a false state by a 0. Letter symbols

may be used to represent the truth or falsity of a par-

ticular element or a combination of elements. False

states are represented by negated letters, e.g. I (read

not A) and true states by non-negated letters. The

output of a particular element will in general depend

upon the states of its inputs.
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The AND logical element. The truth tables for the

AND logical element and its associated logic symbol is

given in Figure 3. fhe AI{D connective representing A

AI{D B is designated by A.B or simply AB. TLre output of

the logical element is true if and only if A and B are

both true. The AND connective is often called the con-

junctj-on or Iogical product.

AB AB

00
01
10
11

0

0

0

1

Fig. 3. AND gate and its truth table

The OR logical element. The truth table for an OR

Iogical element and its associated logic symbol is given

in Figure 4. The connective representing A OR B is

designated by A + B. The output of the logical element

is true if and only if A or B or both are true. The OR

connective is often ca11ed the disjunction or logical

sum.

The AIID and OR logical elements, often referred to

as gates, are illustrated here for simplicity as having
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only two inputs, but many inputs are possible.

00
01
10
1I

0

1

1

1

Fig. 4. OR gate and its truth table

The NOT logical element. fhe truth table for the

NOT logical element or INVERTER and its associated logic

slmJcol is given in Figure 5. The NOT logical operation

(negation) forms the opposite or complement of its single

input binary state. If the input to the INVERTER is A,

then the output is represented by f.

Fig. 5. INVERTER and its truth table

The NAND and NOR logical elements. The NAND logical

element or gate'may be thought of as an AND gate whose

output is fed into an IIIVERTER which will negate the AND

function. This is illustrated in Figure 6. NAND may be
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thought of as a contraction for NOT AND, and the NAND

logic symbol bears an appearance resembling a contraction

of the AND and NOT (INVERTER) logic symbols. Analagous

contractions may be thought of as applying to the NOR

operation and its s1ndcoI.

E=AlB
= AIB 00

OI
10
11

0

0

0

I

1

I
t
0

Fig. 6. NAND gate and truth table
represented as a contraction of NOT AIrID

fhe NAIID logic element can be described by the

stroke function A I B, and the NOR logic element by the

Dagger function A t B. Either may have more than two in-

puts. An expression A, I o, I o, | ...o., denotes a

NAND element with n inputs. Similarly, or_ * AZ { ar'}

...A- denotes a NOR element with n inputs. A I a and
n

its counterpart A t a require only one input, and either
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performs the inverting function; i.e. A I A = A I a = I.

For these cases, the second half of the terms are omitted

and are expressed as Al and A* respectively. Parentheses,

brackets, and braces will be used to indicate higher

levels of Iogic. Stroke and Dagger functions are used

to specify the logic of the computer because they uniquely

specify the logical elements used to implement the Iogic,

thus enabling the logic to be reproduced from equation

form directly.

The Choice of True and Balse Levels

Electronically, true and false are distinguished by

two discreet voltage levels. In SPEDTAC true or 1 is

represented by a negative potential, and false or 0 by

a ground or zeto potential. Using this convention, if

any input to a NAND is at ground potential, the output

is a negative potential; if all inputs are at a negative

potential, the output is at ground potential. For a NOR,

if any input is negative, the output is at ground; if atl

inputs are at ground, the output is negative.
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Logical Design with the NAND Building Blocks

The use of the NAND logical element or its dua1,

the NOR, in logj.cal design seems at first somewhat awkward,

but skill in the use of these elements is acquired by

experience. In some cases it is expedient to translate

familiar "Eng1ish" logic equations to the appropriate

Stroke form. However, the Stroke forms may be derived

directly from truth tables or Veitch Diagrams (1, P. 55-

65) and (10, p. 430-438).

Figure 7 illustrates how the familiar AND and OR

operations can be implemented utilLzLng NANDS alone. A

more complex "Eng1ish" function and its NAIID implementa-

tion j-s also shown. A similar implementation could be

made using NOR building blocks exclusively.

The Flip-Flop

The flip-fIop is a logical building block that has

two stable states; a true or I state and a false or 0

state. It is used to store temporarily a single bit of

information. Flip-flops in SPEDTAC are designated by

single upper case letters. Closely related flip-f1ops
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A+$ = AIB

AB= aT r (ata)r

ABC+ DEFG + H=

(ararC) r(DrErFrG)t H

D

E
F
G

"Eng1ish" logic functions
implemented from NAIIDS

Fig. 7 .
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may have the same letter designation, but are differenti-

ated by means of subscripts. Normally two outputs are

avail-ab1e from every flip-flop; an output that indicates

its stored state, called the true or 1 output, and an

output that indicates the complement of its stored state,

called the false or 0 output. The true output may also

be indicated by the flip-flop letter desi-gnation, e.g.

A, and the false output by its negation, I. fhe symbol

used to represent the flip-flop in logical diagrams is

illustrated in Figrure 8.

Fig. B. Flip-f1op symbol

Flip-flops may be mechanized in many different ways,

with variations in the number of inputs to the flip-fIops,

and with a number of possible responses to these inputs.

In g:eneral, a flip-flop is dependent on its previous

sG Bl

s r ,lrr

RT "o"

RGR 86
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state and the previous input configuration.

All flip-fIops used in SPEDTAC are of a single

general purpose variety. Each ftip-flop has two pairs

of inputs. The first pair are calIed d.c. inputs which

are connected to logical configrurations which maintain

information for a comparatively long duration. Ilrese

d.c. inputs sample the logical configuration to which

they are attached, but changes occurring at these inputs

cannot change the state of the f lip-f lops j-n themselves.

A second pair of inputs caIled pulse or a.c. inputs

which respond only to comparatively short duration transi-

tions in the input waveform are requj-red in addition. A

pulse must be applied to the appropriate a.c. input (or

inputs) after the levels on the d.c. gates have been

sampled to effect the actual change of state.

Referring to Figure 8, the d.c. j-nputs to the flip-

flop are labeled SG and RG for set gate and reset gate

respectively. Similarly, the pulse inputs are labeled

ST and RT for set trigger and reset trigger respectively.

The letter R represents a reset or clear input. A true

signal applied to this input will set the flip-f1op false,

overriding any other inputs. The letters BO or B, appear
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on the symbols of a few flip-fIops. These refer to con-

nections made to the bases of the transistors for the

false and true side of the flip-flop respectively, and

are used in conjunction with external gates or series

resistors to provide additional inputs.

Usually the pulse input signals are derived from

the computer master timing signal called the clock. ILre

clock period is divided into two distinct portions; a

sampling portion and a switching portion. Sampling is

allowed only during the true state of the cIock, and

switching of flip-flops from one state to another is

allowed only during the false state of the clock. Tlhus

no flip-flops are changing during the time in which they

are sampled. Flip-flops are switched by a positive pulse

which is produced by the trailing edge of a clock pulse;

i.e. the transition from true to false. Ilris is illus-

trated in F igrure 9 .

swilching poriion

--- folse clock level
positive lronsitiontrue clock I evel

sompling portion

Sampling and switching times
related to the clock

Fig. 9. as
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One unfortunate outcome in representing true by a

negati-ve potential, sometimes called negative 1ogic, is

that the d.c. gates of a flip-fIop interpret a negative

potential to be fa1se, and a ground potential to be true.

This can become very confusing. For consistency, negative

logic was used in writing the logical equations for the

d.c, flip-fIop gates, just as for any other gate in the

computer, but it must be remembered that true negative

terms will inhibit these gates rather than enable them.

Restating now for emphasis, a flip-flop has d.c.

and pulse inputs on both the set and reset sides. The

flip-flop will be set by a positive going pulse at the

set trigger input ST only if the d.c. set input SG is at

ground potential. Similarly a pulse at the reset trigger

input RT will reset the flip-flop only if the d.c. reset

input RG is at ground potential.

If both d.c. inputs are at ground potential and ST

and RT are pulsed simultaneously, the flip-flop will

switch to the opposite state. This tlpe of f Iip-f 1op

is commonly referred to as a J-K tlpe ftip-flop.

Using flip-flops for counting. By paralleling the

trigger inputs ST and RT, and returning the d.c. inputs
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to their respective outputs, i.e. SG to 1 and RG to 0,

the elements may be used for frequency division or count-

ing. Alternately, both d.c. inputs may be returned to

ground. I'Iip-flops connected together to form a straight

binary counter are sltown in Figure 10. Where no connec-

tion is shown on the logic symbols for SG and RG, it is

assumed that these are returned to their respective out-

puts.

pu lses in

. Fig. 10. Three bit binary counter

Connecting flip-flops to form shift registers. ftre

various registers of SPEDTAC are implemented from flip-

flops, with each flip-flop storing one bit of informa-

tion. The registers are capable of shifting information

from one flip-flop to another in one direction when con-

nected as in Figrure lIa. Because as mentioned previously,
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the d.c. gates require the opposite truth value or d.c.

level, the false output of the previous bit must be

connected to the SG input, and the true output of the

previous bit connected to the RG input. Normally these

connections are omitted for simplicity on the logic

diagram and the entire shift register is represented as

in Figure IIb.

Other Building Blocks

Ihe symbols representing the remainder of the

building blocks used in SPEDTAC appear in Figure 12.

The function of each will now be described briefly.

Tlre exterJlql flip-fIop gaIes. It is sometimes

necessary or convenient to have external auxiliary input

gates for a flip-fIop. ILre external gates used for

setting or resetting the flip-flop are similar to those

found internally in the flip-fIop. Each gate has both

a d.c. and pulse input. To io::m an auxiliary set gate,

the output is conneci-ec to B, on thl fiip-flop; to form

an auxiliary reset gate the output is connected to BO on

the flip-flop.

The emitter fo_I1owe_q. ILre emitter follower performs
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d oto ouldolo in

shifl

shlft pulses in

dot o in

b

SG

ST

RT

RG

SG rln

ST

RT

S6

ST

RT

RG

pulses in

Fig. 11. Three bit shift register representations
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no logical function, ds its output state is identical

with its input state. It serves only to permit a larger

number of other logical elements to be driven from a

single logical element.

fhe one-shot. The one-shot is used principally for

time delays. It is normally in the 0 state. It is set

to I by a negative pulse at a pulse input T, and remains

set for a time determined by its circuit constants before

resetting itself to zero. Like the flip-flop it has a

false output in addition to the true output.

The read amplifiers. The read amplifiers serve to

amplify the tiny signal voltages that are induced in the

read heads by the information recorded on the magnetic

disc. The read amplifier used in conjunction with the

read/write head for the data tracks has its input modi-

fied to limit the amplitude of the incoming signal. This

is done to permit the output of the write amplifier to

be connected in parallel with it. The words "Signal

Limited" appear on its symbol.

l]he write amplifier. The write amplifier amplifies

the incoming signal data to be stored on the disc, pro-

viding sufficient current in the read/write heads for
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proper recording

The head switch. fhe head switch is used to enable

the proper data track read/write head. It is formed

from a combination of a leveI converting amplifier and

an emitter follower. It converts the negative six volt

true 1evel to a negative twelve volts which j-s required

for proper operation of the head switching system.

The relay driver. ftre relay driver is a power

transistor amplifier used to operate relays or solenoids

in the tape reader and tape punch.
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External gates

Read amplifiers

Relay driver

Emitter follower

Head switch One-shot

'rt'

RA
Signol Limited

Write amplifier

Fis. L2. Other building blocks
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CHAPTER III

TIMING IN THE COMPUTER

The Disc Timing Tracks

Part of the timing for the computer is permanently

recorded on the memory disc. ftre principal timing track

whieh appears on the disc is the clock t,rack which pro-

vides the unit time interval or bit time. Each word

consists of thirteen bits of information plus an addi-

tional space bit, for a total of fourteen bits. Since

each data track is divided into 128 sectors, with each

sector containing one word, a total of 14 bLbs/word x

I28 words/track or 1792 bits or unit time intervals must

appear each disc revolution. The disc revolves at 60

revolutions per second, so that the clock frequency

becomes 60 rev.,/second x L792 bits/rev. or LO7,52O

bits/second or 107.52 kc. Another track on the disc con-

tains a single one bit located at the first bit time of

sector address 00. This one bit is utilized to insure

that the computer remains in synchronization even though

the computer is shut down from time to tj-me and restarted.

Figrure 13 illustrates the general layout of the disc,
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identifying the various timing and data tracks. An

actual photograph showing the external aPpearance of the

disc memory appears in Eigrure L4.

The clock track drives a bit time counter which is

decoded to obtain the remainder of the timing signals

used throughout the comPuter.

Ttre Bit Time Counter

The Bit Time Counter consists of the four flip-

flops DO, ,I, o2, and Dr. Since the four flip-flops can

uniquely specify sixteen different bit times, and only

fourteen bit times are required, two of the sixteen

possibte combinations are eliminated. Ttre fourteen

states of the four flip-flops which do occur are given

in Table I, page 30.

Notice that the eighth and ninth binary configrura-

tions do not appear in the tabulation. Actually state

1OOO does appear momentarily, but a feedback connection

through an external gate from D3 to D, turns D, on when

Dg comes or, thus eliminating states 1000 and 1001. The

block diagram of the counter aPPears in Figure 15, page

29.
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Fig. L4. Disc memory unit
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TABLE I

COUNTER FLIP-FLOP STATES

'3 Dz'1 
'o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

1

I

I

1

I

0

0

0

0

I

I

1

I

0

0

I

I

t

1

0

0

I

I

0

0

I

1

I

1

0

0

1

1

0

I

0

I

0

I

0

I

0

I

0

1

0

I

t
o

t1

tz

t3

Eq

t_
5

t6

,t

tg

tg

!

"ro
!t1r
L

'L2
tt:
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The Bit Time Decoder

Tlee Veitch diagram representation of the states of

the counter flip-fIops and their associated bit times

appears in Figure 16.

Fig. 16. Veitch diagram representation
of the counter states

ftre combinations which do not occur or redundant com-

binations are indicated by X's. Not all of the distinct

bit times are required for computer operation, but cer-

tain combinations of these bit times are. TtIe Veitch

diagram is helpful in choosing the simplest combinations

of the flip-flops to produce these timing signals. The

,r{
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actual NAND implementation appears in Figure L'7, and the

most frequently occurring signals are identified in

Figrure 18.

The Phase Timing Unit

ELre Phase Timing Unit consists of two flip-flops

nO and Pr, the states of whj-ch are decoded by a group of

NAITIDs to produce the appropriate phase signals required

by the computer. A detailed description of the timing

phases and states of flip-flops PO and P, which define

them is given in Tab1e II, page 35. Ttre phase timing

unit can be identified on the left-hand side of

Figure L9, page 36.
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TABLE II
THE TIMING PHASES

Phase Pt State
"O 

State
Duration in
word times Description

go

gt

fr2

g3

0

One to many

One

One to

One

many

The next instruction to be obeyed
is sought.

The next instruction to be obeyed
is transferred to the instruction
register. The contents of the Next
Address Register is augmented by one.

The operand word is sought.

Ttre instruction which was transferred
to the Instruction Register during
g, is executed. On ADD and SUB in-
structions on1y, the execution time
may extend through the first word
time of the next 9O Phase.

(,
(,l
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CHAPTER IV

CONTROL IN THE COMPUTER

One-Step Operation

In order to trouble shoot faulty programs it is

essential to be able to follow through the execution of

a program one step at a time. lHre one-step mode is also

very useful in demonstrating the operation of the machine,

and in diagnosing difficul,ties in the machine itself .

Referring to Eigure 19, placing the normal/one-step mode

switch in the one-step position permits flip-ftop B to

be set by NOR 1 at the faII of t* whenever flip-floP nO

is found to be true at some at3 time. Flip-flop B intro-

duces blockage o." normal operation of the computer by

stopping the recirculation of all registers. It also

inhibits a few other mi-scellaneous events in various

portions of the computer as required for successful

one-step operation. Flip-flop PO is true only during

gt and /r, so that blockage occurs at the termination of

each of these one-word time phases. PO is reset at the

fall of the same t* time at which B is set.
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Depressing the start/one-step switch sends a pulse

which may occur at any random time in relation to the

computer timing to flip-flop M, the manual start and

one-step flip-flop, setting it true. When flip-flop M

is found true at some t* time, B wiII change state t re-

leasing blockage until PO is again true. Flip-flop M is

also reset at the falL of trr. Thus when operating in

the one-step mode, the machine alternat,ely steps through

gL and /r, and idles in each /O and Fr.

Flip-flop B will be set on the occurrence of a Halt,

Input Manual, or Output instruction. fhe computer may

then be restarted by depressing the startr/one-step switch

as before. When operating in the normal mode, the com-

puter will automatically restart after an output has

been completed.

The Next Address Regjlster

The Next Address Register (F'igure 20) is a transis-

tor flip-fIop register which receives shift pulses for

the address portion of every word during aLL p times in

normal operation. ftre input is gated so that the con-

tents of the register recirculates during aLL fr times
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except for ff, and for the execution of Jump and Skip

instructions 'n 91. The contents of the register is

augmented by one during /, in preparation for searching

for the next instruction. On a jump instruction, the

contents of the Next Address Register is replaced by the

operand address contained in the Instruction Register.

Upon the execution of a Skip instruction, the register

is again augmented during Pr.

The Inslruction Regist.er

ELre Instruction Register (f igure 21, page 4I) is

another transistor flip-f1op register wliich is made up

of two partsi one part recirculates the operand address

and the other part holds the operation code. ILre operand

address is recirculated during al-l- fr times except for

fr., when the operand address of a new instruction is
t

shifted in. The operation code part of the register

shares the same d.c. input logic, but does not recircu-

Iate. It receives shift pulses only during /r. To

simplify the shift logic, the instruction part is allowed

to receive shift pulses during all bit times of a word.

This means that the operand address shifts through the
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instruction flip-flops during the address time of a

word. fhis does no harm, however, since it is merely

shifted out again as the instruction code, which appears

during the last four bit times of a word, is shifted in.

Locating an Address in Memorv

During /O the address recirculating in the Next

Address Register is compared with the disc memory address

which is continually changing as the disc turns. The

address actualty recorded adjacent to a-particular sector

really refers to the next sector ahead, i.e. the address

"announces" that the desired sector is next to come.

When agreement occurs, the contents of the desired

memory address are transferred to the Instruction Regis-

ter. Ttre first seven bits of the address recirculating

in the Next Address Register specify the sector address.

The eighth bit, specifies the track address, and is used

to set the track flip-flop T during the first word time

of the search for coincidence.

During p, essentially the same process is repeated,

except that this time the address portion of the Instruc-

tion Register is compared with the memory address. When
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agreement occurs, the operand stored at that address is

brought out of memory and treated in accordance with the

operation code. Referring to Figure 22, the coincidence

flip-flop C is set to I at the end of every word period.

Any disagreement between flip-flop S, through which is

shifted the disc sector address, and the sector address

recirculating in the Next Address Register during pO, or

the sector address recirculating in the Instruction Regis-

ter during frS will reset flip-flop C to 0. Flip-flop C

in its 0 state inhibits the phase advance so that the

computer cannot pass from 9O xo 9, or trom fr, ,o frl

unless C is found in its true state at the end of some

word period.

Speeding up the Operation of the Computer

The point in the recirculating path of the address

registers from which a comparison is made with the

memory address is displaced from the normal one. The

purpose of this is to accomplish an overall speeding

up of the picking up and execut.ion of the instructions.

The following illustrates how such a displacement effects

this speeding up.
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Recall that during each PO, the address recircula-

ting in the Next Address Register is compared with the

disc memory address. During frt, while the contents of

the desired address are being sent to the rnstruction

Register, the Next Address Register is being augrnented

by one in preparation for finding the next sequentially

numbered address. The computer then advances through

g2 and /, as described earlier, and the whole cycle re-

peats itself . If we examined the cont,ents of the next

address register during the first bit time of successive

cycles, the flip-flops would have the configurations

given in Table III.

TABLE III
CONTENTS OF NEXT ADDRESS REGISTER

DURING SUCCESSIVE CYCLES

Ng Nz *6 N-
5

Na *3 *z *r

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

I
0

0

1

0

1

0
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Now if the point in the recirculating path is

changed so that N, is examined first, Ng second, and

then N, through N6 in successj.on, the address appears

to the comparison circuit to have been augnnented by four

during successive word times rather than by one, ds

shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV

CONTENTS OF NEXT ADDRESS REGISTER AS SEEN BY
COMPARISON CIRCUIT DURING SUCCESSIVE CYCLES

*6 N-
5

Na Nr *g *zNt*2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

0

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Thus instructions which are apparently stored

quently picked up from memory in successively

locations are actually located in every fourth

and subse-

numbered

location
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on the disc. This scheme allows an instruction to be

picked up and executed before the next desired seguen-

tially numbered instruction passes under the read head.

If the instructions were actually taken from successive

Iocations, the disc would have to make over a full revo-

lution before it would be possible to pick up the next

instruction. Sequential instructions which require no

operand address are automatically optimally located.

Instructions which do reguire an operand address must

have that address optimized by the programmer to take

full advantage of the scheme. Rules for determining

these minimum access time addresses appear in chapter X.
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CHAPTER V

THE OPERATIONS OF THE COI\,IPUTER

Arithmetic and Logical Operatj-ons

The adder-subtractor unit. Addition and subtrac-

tion in SPEDTAC is performed by a binary adder-subtractor

which forms a part of the arithmetical and logicar unit.

The truth table representation of the rules for a

fulI adder or subtractor is given in Table V, page 49.

In this table, x represents the augend or minuend, y the

addend or subtrahend and z the carry or borrow from the

preceding .o1,r*rr. 1

The "English" expression after simplification be-

come:

Sum or Dif ference = fi, + -*yZ + "yr, + xyz
CarrY=xY+xz+Yz
Borrow=fy+iz+yz

Notice that the expressions for the sum and

Irirr". 
SPEDTAC is a serial machine and can operate

on only one column at a time, the z input is obtained
from a flip-flop Z which stores the carry or borrow
formed during the previous bit time.
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TABLE V

TRUTH TABLE FOR A FULL ADDER OR SUBTRACTOR

Sum Carry Difference Borrow

0

0

0

0

I

1

I

I

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

I

0

1

0

I

0

I

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

I

0

0

0

I

0

1

I

I

0

I

I

0

I

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

I

difference are identical, and that the simplified carry

or borrow expressions differ only in that x in the carry

expression is replaced UV f in the borrow expression.

Letting d represent the command signal for differencing

and d- the command signal for summing, the carry-borrow

expressions may be combined as follows:

carry or borro, = E*y + -dxz + a"V + aiz + yz

The Stroke form of the sum or difference and the carry

or borrow b:comes:
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sum or difference = t"rvtz) l(x wlz) l1"lvlzl tt"lylz)
carry or borrow = Gt" tv) I (Elx lz) | (d t; lv) I (a tf rz) I $lz)

The Nand implementation of the stroke form of the

adder-subtractor is illustrated in Figiure 23, page 5I.

The complete scheme for addition and subtraction in

SPEDTAC appears in the simplified block diagram of

Figure 24. Given an ADD or SUB instruction code. the

computer first determines whether the sum or difference

command signal should be enabled by examining the signs

of the two operands. For example, if the instruction

code is ADD, and the signs of the operands are the same,

the sum command signal E should be enabled; however, if

the signs differ, the difference command signal d should

be enabled. For a SUB instruction and the above sign

conditions, the opposite command signals are called for.

A portion of the logic used to implement the XOR

instruction (Exclusive Or) is utilized on an ADD or SUB

instruction to compare the signs of the two operands.

The result of this comparison is stored in flip-flop G

which is inhibited at all tj-mes except t, when the sign

bits appear. ILre state of flip-f1op G together with the

ADD or SUB instruction uniquely determines the
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appropriate command line. Whenever the difference line

is fa1se, the sum line is true, regardless of whether the

ADD or SUB instructions are true. ILris permits the

adder-subtractor to form part of the Accumulator recircu-

Iating path via the rrxrt input at times other than during

the execution of an ADD or SUB instruction, and to per-

mit operand words from memory to enter the Accumulator

via the tryrr input for the Logical Sum and Bring instruc-

tions.

If the difference line is enabled and a borrow

occurs during the last bit time of the execution word

the result is not represented in true form, but instead

in two's complement form.l ,r.rr" re-complementation is

required to establish the result in true form. Rather

than extending the execution word time p, for a second

word time to effect this (a11 other instructions are

completed in one word time), the complementation word

time is allowed to overlap into the first word time of

the next /0. This creates no problems during normal

.I

-If m represents
two's complement of m

any n order binary number, the
is equal to 2n - m.
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operation of the computer, for no matter what operation

foIlows, the computer must advance into /O even if only

to pick up a HaIt instruction. fhe operator should note

that when operating in the one-step mode, if complementa-

tion is required he must depress the one-step lever an

additi-onal time after the execution of an ADD or SUB in-

struction to permit the computer to advance rnl-o fi, so

that the true representation of the result will appear

in the accumulator.

When complementation is required, flip-fIop e, the

complement flip-flop, is set. Ihis stops normal recircu-

lation and enables the complement gate which allows the

inverted or one's complementl form of the number to pass

back through the adder-subtractor. fn order to form the

two's complement, the borrow which occurred during the

Iast bit time ot fiZ is retained in flip-flop Z, the

carry-borrow flip-fIop, until tt of the next word time

of g^, when it is combined with the one's complement of
U

the number as it passes back through the adder-subtractor.

'rn" one's complement is one less than the two's
complement.
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ftre detailed NAtiID implementation of the associated

adder-subtractor circuitry appears in Figures 25 and 26.

Overflow determination. An overflow can occur only

if the sum line is enabled and a carry occurs during the

Iast bit time of the execution word period. I'l:ese condi-

tions will set the overflow ftip-flop V (figure 25, page

56) . Itrey will also inhibit the setting of the carry-

borrow flip-fIop Z. The reason for this is to prevent the

carry from being propagated end around (9, p. 17 , 119-120)

just as the borrow is when differencing takes p1ace. Such

an end around carry would introduce an extra one in the

least significant bit position of the result, and would

complicate double-precision programming (6, p. 191-196) .

Sign determination. 1[]re sign of the result must be

changed on an Add or Subtract instruction only when the

difference line is enabled; otherwj-se the sign of the

accumulator remains unchanged. Sign determination on

addition and subtraction is made during t* time, the

last bit time of the word. Ttre rules for determining

complementation, overflow and arithmetic sign determina-

tion are given in Table VI, page 58.

Ihe sign bit must also be allowed to change during
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TABLE VI

SUMMARY OE' RULES FOR DETERI{TNING SIGN, COIIPLEMENT AND OVERFLOW

Instr. Signs Command Line Sign of Result Complement Overflow

Sign of Accumulator NoADD Same Sum

SUB Different Sum [[l]

If carry

If carryNo

ADD Different Difference Set negative if borrow If borrow No
and sign of Accumulator
positive or if no bor-
row and sign of Accumu-
lator is negative.
Otherwise set positive.

SUB Same Dif ference rr rr r! "No

(,l
@
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t,, the first bit time of the execution word on the Bring,
I

Logical Sum, Logical Product, and Exclusive Or instruc-

tions, since for these instructions the sign bit is

treated identically as the remainder of the number bit

positions. The Accumulator sign logic appears in Figure

27, page 60.

The sign of the number zero. An arithmetic sign

is normally not associated with the number zero. Zero

is a unique number in this respect, for with all other

numbers, a sign is associated.

The hardware in a computer can be reduced if the

number zero is treated exactly the same as any other

signed number in the arithmetic unit. If zero occurs

as a result of an arithmetic operation in SPEDTAC, it

will have a sign associated wj-th it, just as any other

number. The rules for determining the sign of the re-

sult in addition appear in Table VI. Note that in some

instances a negative zeto will arise. For any non-

negative number n,
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It is important that the programmer keep these rules

in mind, particularly when constructing loops that

utilize the sign of the number contained in the accumu-

lator as a criteria for a jump instruction.

Logical Operations. ILre Logical Sum instruction

(LS) is equivalent to the OR connective. If there is a

1 bit in any bit position of either the first operand

in the Accumulator or the second operand extracted from

memory, or both, then there will be a 1 in that respec-

tive position in the result. For example, the LS opera-

tion performed on the two-operands 1100 and 1010 would

yield II10. In Figure 26 the operand digits of the word

in the Accumulator recirculate through NAI{Ds 75, 70, 7L,

'12, INVERTER 24 and back j-nto the Accumulator when LS is

true. Simultaneously, the digits of the second operand

extracted from memory pass through NAIID 65 and into the

y input to the Adder-Subtractor, and ultimately emerge

from NAND 72 rrorrred with the digits of the Accumulator.

fhre I-,ogical Product instruction (LP) is equivalent

to the AIiID connective. Here there must be a 1 in the

respective bit positions of both operands to produce a

I in the result. For example, the LP operation performed
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on the two operands 1100 and 1010 would yield 1000.

NANDs 68 and 72 combine to perform the operation when

LP is true.

The Exclusive Or instruction (XOR) produces a 1 in

the result when there is a I in the respective bit posi-

tion of either operand, but not if there is a 1 in both.

NAI{Ds 62, 63, 69 and 72 combine to perform the XOR opera-

tion. NANDs 62 and 63 are also shared by the sign deter-

mining logic on an ADD or SUB command. On all Lhree of

the logical instructj-ons, the sign bit is treated identi-

cally as all other digits of the word.

Shift OperationP. Itre Shift Left Instruction (St)

and the Shift Right Instruction (SR) shift the contents

of the Accumulator one binary position to the left or

right respectj.vely, From the output of NAIiID 86, Figure

28, emerges a recirculati-on control signal which is

denoted by r. This signal r gates NAIID 84, which

supplies the shift pulses to the Accumulator, and also

gates NAtrID 75, Figure 26, which is a part of the normal

recirculation path of the Accumulator. For normal re-

circulation, the signal is false during tO and tr, the

times when the space and sign bits occur respectively.
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For a SL instruction, r is also false during aI3, so

that the Accumulator receives one less shift pulse than

normal. Thus the contents of the Accumulator becomes

displaced one bit position to the left. At t* of the

SL j.nstruction, the least significant bit position of

the Accumulator, AI is set to zero by NAI.ID 85 and

INVERTER 28. For a SR instruction, r is true only at

tO, and the accumulator receives only one shift pu1se,

thus displacing the contents one bit position to the

right. At t,. of the SR instruction, the most signifi-IJ

cant bit position of the Accumulator, AI2, is set to

zero by NAND 87 and IIWERTER 27.

Writing and Reading

The non-return to. zero system. A non-return-to-zero

method of information storage is utilized in conjunction

with the magnetic disc memory. fhe various write and

read waveforms are illustrated in Figure 29. Waveform

a represents the normal clock Ieve1s. Waveform b repre-

sents an example of incoming data which contains all

the possible combinations of level transitions which may

occur. Waveform c represents the clock-gated data
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signal occurring at the input of the write amplifier.

Waveform d represents the approximate form of the head

read-back voltage. Waveform e represents the delayed

clock signal c which lags the normal clock by approxi-

mately three-fourths of a bit time, and which is ob-

tained from a second adjustable read head on the clock

track. waveform f represents the output of the read

flip-flop which is displaced approximately three-fourths

of a bit time from the original incoming data. Waveform

g represents the data signal after it has been retimed

to appear a fu1I bit tj-me later. Itre three-fourths bit

time delayed sampling time was utilized because it can

be shown to yield the most reliable results for this

method of recording (4). Another sampling time delayed

only one-fourth bit time is also possible, but the valid

sampling period is much narrower, resulting in much more

critical positioning of the delayed clock read head, and

a much lower overall system reliability. The read cir-

cuitry for the timing tracks appears in Figure 30.

The Store inslruqtre4. ttre Store instruction (STO)

stores the contents of the Accumulator in memory without

altering the contents of the Accumulator. A STO
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instruction requires that the contents of the Accumula-

tor be recirculated, but advanced by one bit time, to

compensate for the one bit delay which occurs in reading

data out from memory. The recirculation control signal,

r, is made false at tO and t* rather than the normal

aO and t, to accomplish this. The sign bit AO must also

be advanced one bit time so that it appears at aO rather

than t.. NANDs 73 and 74 route the sign bit at the
i-

proper times through NAND 70 (Figrure 28) . fhe outputs

of NAND 70 and INVERTER 22 connect to inputs of NANDs

94 and 95, Figure 31, where the signals to be written

on the disc are gated with the clock. llLre resultant

signal then passes into the write gates (NANDs 92 and

93), through the write amplifier, and into the read-

write heads.

The Bring instruction. The Bring instruction (BR)

brings the contents of the memory address specified by

the address portion of the instruction word to the

accumulator. The contents of the address in memory is

not destroyed. ftre word from memory enters by way of

NAND 65 (Figure 26), passes through the y input of the

Adder-Subtractor, and finally reaches the Accumulator by
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way of IIWERTER 23 and NAtrID 72.

Input-Output

The Input lvlanua1 instruction. The Input l,lanual

instruction (fUU) halts the computer and clears the

Accumulator of any previous data, in preparation for the

manual insertion of new data. The INM command by way of

NOR I, Figrure 19 , sets ,the blockage f lip-f lop B to 1 at

the end of the execution word time which halts the com-

puter. The INM command is also applied to AO, the Accumu-

lator sign flip-fIop, resetting the sign, and via IIWERTER

43 to NAND 60, Figure 26, blocking the Accumulator re-

circulation and setting the contents to zero.

The Read Tape instruction. The Read Tape instruc-

tion (RTP) reads one five bit code grouP tiom the paper

tape reader into the least significant four bit positions

of the Accumulator and the sign bit position. The tape

is also advanced in preparation for reading in the next

code group. The RTP instruction sigpal is applied to

NAND 96, Figure 32, gated with the term tO. fhis brings

the output of NAND 96 to ground potential for the first

bit time of the RTP instruction. Ttre output of this
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NAND is applied to the anode end of a group of five

diodes, one for each of the bit positions. Itre cathode

ends connect to the leaves of the t)pe rrcrr contacts of

the tape reader. The 0 contact of each leaf connects

directly to the 1 output of its respective flip-f1op

bit position in the Accumulator, and the I contact of

each leaf position to the 0 output. Itre ground potential

applied to the output forces the flip-f1ops to the proper

state. It must be remembered that the Accumulator flip-

flops are not receiving shift pulses during tO, so that

it is not necessary to stop the normal recirculation of

the computer. fhe output of the NA\ID also triggers a

one-shot which provides the proper 4.5 millisecond, 24

volt pulse through a relay driver to the tape advance

mechanism which is required for the reader. This particu-

Iar reader can read at a maximum of 60 characters per

second. So this speed restriction would not be violated,

the RTP instruction code was chosen from the instruction

group which requires that coincidence be found with the

address portion of the instruction word before execution

can occur. Normally the address portion of the RTP

instruction is left blank (corresponding to address 00),
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so that it is impossible to find coincidence until a

ful1 disc revolution, which r.itr." t/6O second, has

been made.

The Output instruction. lflre Output instruction,

OUT, punches out one five bit code group from the most

significant four bit positions of the Accumulator and

the sign. this same instruction could also be used to

activate a printer.

The output command halts the computer by introduc-

ing blockage via NOR 1, Figiure 19. Ilhe command also

triggers a one-shot (figure 33) which enables NANDs 98

through 102 for a period sufficient to transfer the con-

tents of the most significant bit positions of the

accumulator and the sign via relay drJ-vers to the hole

select relays of the tape punch. NAIiD 97 which is also

enabled activates the tape punch and advance relay

through another relay driver. At the fall of the one-

shot, a pulse is transmitted through INVERTER 42 back

to external flip-flop gate 2 which sets flip-flop M

when operating in the normal mode. E.lip-f1op M in turn

releases blockage, allowing the computer to continue on.

NAI{ID 3'7 , Figure 22, forces the computer to find
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coincidence during fi, of the output instruction as in

the Read Tape instruction, to insure that the computer

pauses long enough between output instructions so as

not to exceed 60 characters per second.

Transfer of Control

The .Tump instruction. The ,Jump instruction (JIvIp)

provides for unconditional transfer of control to the

memory location specified in the address portion of the

instruction, i.e., it specifies that the next instruc-

tion is to be taken from that memory location.

The Jump on Negative instruction. The Jump on

Negative instruction (JON) provides for conditional trans-

fer of control contingent on the sign of the Accumulator.

If the sign of the Accumulator is negative, the next

instruction wiIl be taken from the memory location

specified in the address portion of the instruction

word. If the sign is positive, the computer will con-

tinue in normal sequence.

In Figure 20 the output of NAND 16 is true whenever

the .IllP instruction is true or whenever the .TON instruc-

tion is true and the sign of the Accumulator is negative.
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Whenever the output of NAITID 16 is true the contents of

the address portion of the instruction register is

shifted into the Next Address Register by way of NANDs

15 and 14. At the same time NANDs 18 and 21, alternate

inputs to the Next Address Register, are inhibited by

the negation of the output of NAND 16 produced by INVERTER

9. NAND 18 is a part of the normal recirculation path

for the Next Address Register, and NAI$D 2L, when enabled,

allows the contents of the Next Address Register to

circulate back after passing through the unity adder

(NAlTDs 79, 20, 2L, 22, and flip-fIop U).

Miscellaneous Operations

The Skip instructions. The Skip on Switch instruc-

tion (SOS1 is a conditional skip contingent on the set-

ting of the Skip switch located on the display and con-

trol panel of the computer. If the switch is or, the

next instruction will be skipped, if off, the computer

will continue in normal sequence.

The skip on zero Overflow (SzO) is a conditional

skip instruction contingent on overflow flip-flop V,

the state of which is displayed by an indicator on the
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display panel. If the overflow flip-flop is off, the

next instruction will be skipped; if on, the overflow

flip-f1op will be turned off and the computer will pro-

ceed in normal sequence.

Referring again to Figure 20, the output of NAND 24

will be true whenever SOS is true and the switch is of,,

or whenever SZO is true and the overflow flip-flop V is

f alse. This enables NA\ID 2l and inhibits NAT.ID 18 by

way of INVERTER 11. NAND 21 permits the contents of the

Next Address Register to again be augmented by one during

the execution of the skip instructions. ILris means that

the Next Address Register will have been augmented by a

total of two, since it was augrmented by one as it normally

is during /r.

Since the skip instructions do not require the find-

ing of a location in memory, the track flip-flop T is

utilized to distinguish between the two skip instruc-

tions, permitting an additional instruction over the

normal maximum of sixteen. Thus the addresses appearing

in conjunction with the skip operations in the instruc-

tion list do not refer to memory locations, but actually

are a part of the operation code.
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The Halt instruction. Ihe HaIt instruction (gf,f)

halts the computer. The recirculation of all registers

is stopped, but the information is retained, permitting

vj-sual inspection of the contents of the registers by

means of an indicator display. TLre HLT command, by way

of NOR I, Figrure 19, sets the blockage flip-flop B to 1

at the end of the execution word time which ha1t,s the

computer.

Choosing the Operation Code

fhe assignment of the operation code was made in

such a way as to secure the greatest simplification of

the logic. Certain instructions have one or more func-

tions which they perform in common with others, such as

enabling a particular gate in the computer.

trLre final choice of the operation codes and the

manner in which they were combined is illustrated in the

Veitch diagram of Figure 34. Those operations appearing

in the lower half of the Veitch diagram form the "No

Address" instruction group, i.e., it is not necessary

to search for an operand address in order to execute

these instructions. lflre single term T,. then may be
II
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used to enable NAND 34, Figure 22, which by-passes the

normar search for coincidence, speeding up the overall
computer operation by an average of about twenty percent.

A last minute modification of the computer includes the

output term as an inhibiting term for this group of

"No Address" instructions, and the reason for this is
discussed in the description of the output j_nstruction.

Two additionar sets of four operations group nicely to
enabLe or inhibit particular gates in the computer as

indicated in the figure. Ttre reader may have noticed

that the Bring operation is not explicitly decoded

(figure 35). It does, however, appear as a member of
the two groups of four operations appearing in the upper

half of the Veitch diagram of Figure 34.
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CHAPTER VI

COMI{UNICATING WITH THE COMPUTER

In SPEDTAC, ds in most computers, provision is made

for more than one method of inserting and removing in-

formation. It{anual insertion of information may be accom-

plished by means of push buttons. Each register has

push button entry in every bit position. Clear buttons

are provided for each register and for the overflow flip-

flop. In addition, a master clear push button will set

all registers and the overflow to zero. Indicators pro-

vide visual display of the contents of all registers,

the overflow flip-flop, and the phase flip-fIops. Manual

insertion of information and visual readout is permitted

only when the computer is blocked, as is the case after

a HIJT, INM instruction or when operating in the one-step

mode. A tlpical circuit showing the push button input

and visual output for one bit of a register appears in

Figure 36. These input-output devices were omitted from

the logic diagrams to avoid clutter. The output indicator

finally adopted after a great deal of experimentation

was a cold cathode gas discharge tube which could be
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driven directly from the transistor flip-flops without

additional amplification. Ttris type of indicator pro-

vides a great economy in hardware and cost over incan-

descent or neon lamps. The intensity is lower than that

obtainable from incandescent or neon types, however, and

visual readout is difficult in direct sunlight or in

high intensity artificial room illumination.

A second and much faster mode of communication with

the computer is with punched paper tape. TLre Programs

can be prepared punched on the tape completely independ-

ently of the computer either by means of a manual push

button keyboard or by an electric typewriter. In our

particular installation an ancient accounting machine

was adapted to punch the tape and provide a typewritten

copy simultaneously. The prepared tape can then be read

into the computer with a tape reader under control of a

subroutine. A five leve1 tape, i.e., a tape on which

it is possible to place a maximum of five holes per

character group, was adopted so that obsolete Western

Union or Teletlpe equipment could be pressed into service.

The code groups for the tape were chosen so that aII

hexadecimal digits could be read directly from the tape
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without any translation. (See Figure 37.) The sign,

space, and special character slmbols were the only other

symbols used in addition to the hexadecimal characters.

In typing a tape, the sign digit (or space) is typed

first, the most significant digit is typed next, and

the least significant digit is tlped last. In reading

informat,ion from tape into the conputer, the sign eharac-

ter is entered directly into the Accumulator sign bit

position, and the remaining bits are entered into the

Ieast significant hexadecimal digit position. fhe digits

are shifted into proper position under control of the

input subroutine. On output the sign bit is again read

out from the sign bit position, but the digits are read

out from the most significant hexadecimal digit position

of the Accumulator under control of an output subroutine.
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CHAPTER VII

DESIGN AI{D CONSTRUCTIONAI TECHNIQUES

Electronic Design of the Building Block Circuits

It is not possible to elaborate on the electronic

design of the building blocks in this paper. In general,

the building blocks were designed using "worst case"

assumptions and a good deal of breadboarding. Pressman

(8, p. lL4-144, 283-298) was found to be extremely help-

ful in defining basic equations for worst case design.

The read-write circuitry is essentially that recommended

by Laboratory for Electronics, the manufacturer of the

disc memory unit. A number of building block modules

are now commercially available which would fulfitl most

of the requirements of the computer.

Physical Design and Preparation of the Circuit Cards

The logical building blocks were constructed on

four and one-half by five inch plug-in printed circuit

cards. TLre base material for the cards used was one-

sixteenth inch >OO(P single side copper laminate paper

base phenolic board. Ihe male end of the twenty-two
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terminal connector was etched on the board itself, and

was silver plated to resist oxidation. A gold flash

would have been preferable, but facilities were not

available to make use of this technique. Representative

groups of the printed circuit cards are shown in Figures

38 and 39. The underside of the flip-flop card is shown

in Figrure 38b so that the printed circuit wiring and

the etched connector may be seen.

Standard twenty-two connector female circuit card

receptacles of various manufacture were utilized. HaIf

of these were of the taper pin receptacle type, which

simplified the breadboarding of the various sub-systems

of the computer, ds no'soldering was required.

The photographic method of preparation of the

printed circuit cards was used in preference to the silk

screen method, ds better resolution was obtained by this

method. It is not possible to describe the details of

this process here, but in general the recommendations of

the Eastman Kodak Company (2, p. L4-32) who manufacture

chemicals for this process were followed rather closely

with good success.

Drawings for the printed circuits were made four
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(a) Flip-f1op

(c) NoR

(b) FI p-flop reverse side

(d) NAIID

Fig. 38. Pri-nted circuit cards



(a) Read amplifier (b) Inverter

(c) one-shot (d) Emitter follower

Fig. 39. Additional printed circuit cards
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times full scale on heavy drawing paper with India ink.

They were then photographed, being reduced back to fu1l

scale to provide negatives for use in the preparation of

the printed circuits. A non-shrink type film (nstar)

was used in preparing the negatives.

Prototype hand-wired boards $/ere constructed first

for circuit and layout evaluation. Vector type 838A

boards (figure 39c) are convenient for this purpose since

-. the boards are perforated on a staggered .1 inch grid

pattern and have an etched connector as an integral part

of the board. Where only one or two cards of a type

were required the hand wj.red Vector board was used for

the final product.

The Circuit Card Cages

The circuit card cages were made very inexpensively

from standard 5\" rack panel chasses by cutting out a

rectangular hole in the rear to permit mounting of the

printed circuit receptacles. Slotted gruides cut from

hardwood provide support for the boards. Each cage

holds twenty cards. Commercial versions of these printed

circuit card holders are available ready made, but their
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cost is considerably higher than the home made variety.

A card being inserted in its cage is shown in Figure 40.

Housing the Computer

Figure 4l shows a fuI1 length view of the computer

mounted in a standard 19" width open frame type relay

rack. A rack mounting shelf provides a convenient

operator's desk. The power supplies and the disc memory

unit can be seen mounted in the lower part of the rack

below the operating table. Ttre control and indicator

display panel is mounted just above the control pane1,

and the circuit card cages are mounted in the upper

portion. Standard hinged rack panel doors provide easy

aceess to the cards. Alternately, a sma1l desk tlpe

housing can be constructed for the computer. A mock-up

of such an installation is shown in Figure 42.
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Rack mounted computer
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CHAPTER VIII

MAINTENANCE PROVISIONS

The plug-in printed circuit cards facilitate main-

tenance of the computer. When designing the computer it

was anticipated that the boards would be periodically

removed to test them for marginal performance. Experi-

ence with the cards and receptacles showed, however,

that it was better to remove cards only when one was

suspect, because frequent removal and reinsertions of

the cards tended to spread some of the receptacle con-

tacts resulting in intermittant performance. Experiment-

ing with the adjustments of the various supply voltages

disclosed that changes in the reverse bias voltage to

the various building blocks showed up marginal operation

more readily than varying the other supply voltages.

If the computer fails to operate over approximately a

+ L5% range in bias voltage, marginal performance of

circuit card may be suspected. Recently a new power

supply was completed which includes a variable test bias

voltage which can be switched into eleven different

sections of the computer and varied independently of
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the main bias. This should be valuable in pinpointing

the area in which marginal performance exists, but this

has not been in operation long enough for a thorough

evaluation.
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CHAPTER IX

POWER REQUIREMENTS

Thre computer operates directly from a standard 1I5

volt 60 cycle single phase house current. 1[tre total Power

consumption is less than 200 watts. The 12 volt supply

used for SPEDTAC is a Gates model 630.10FR laboratory

supply which happened t,o be available. It is capable of

supplying much more power than is actually used. Any semi-

regulated Iow ripple supply furnishing 12 volts dc at

approximately 3.5 amperes would have sufficed. Ttre load

on this supply is fairly constant, so that the'no load to

full load regulation is not particularly critical. fhe

variation in output with changes in line voltage is a

little more critical and should not exceed five percent.

The -6 volt clamp supply (the true Ievel) is ob-

tained economically from a series string of forward

biased silicon rectifiers in a voltage divider circuit.

Other power supply requirements are as follows: six

volts @ 125 ma. for the reverse bias supply with five

percent regulation; -24 volts at one amPere for the tape

reader and tape punch solenoids with 10 percent regrulation;
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and 205 volts at 15 ma. with two percent regulation for

the indicators.

The addition of a line voltage regulator transformer

for the entire computer helps in compensating for extreme

Iine voltage fluctuations and in reducing interference

from external line noises.
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CHAPTER X

PROGRAMMING AIiID CODING

The Choice of a Number System

A Hexadecimal (Sexadecimal) or base sixteen number

system was chosen for use with SPEDTAC. While it is

true that this number system is a little more difficult

for the beginner to become accustomed to, it offers

several distinct advantages, particularly in view of the

word length and number of operations used in SPEDTAC.

Only one Hexadecimal digit is required to specify any

one of the sixteen basic operation groups, any address

can be specified by only two digits; and the entire

magnitude of a number contained in the machine can be

specified by three digits. Radix conversion to base

ten is made for many programs. The Hexadecimal grouping

of bits in fours is the same grouping required to repre-

sent a number j-n binary coded decimal. ftre uniform

groupings of four bits simplifies the display panel

layout for easy viewing of the digits of either base.

It also simplifies the reading in and out of data from

tape, since the groupings of four bits will satisfy the
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needs of either base sixteen or base ten.

Table VII lists the digits of the Hexadecimal number

system and their binary and decimal equivalents.

TABLE VII
THE HEXADECIIVIAL NUivIBER SYSTEM WITTI

BINARY AND DECII,IAL EQUIVALENTS

Hexadecimal Binary Decimal

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

A

B

c

D

E

F

0

I
10

I1
I00

101

110

111

1000

1001

1010

101I

1100

I101

1r10

r111

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

II
T2

13

I4
15
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coding for spEDTAc is relativery easy. rtre instruc-
tion list is short enough to be learned rapidly, yet

powerful enough to permit a wide variety of arithmetic
and logical operations. probrems in arithmetic, 1ogic,

simpre numerical anarysis, and games have been coded

for the machine. A variety of subroutines including
multiplication and division, square root, number base

conversion, and input-output have been written. rt is.

not possibre in this paper to elaborate on these pro-
grams, but a few examples of simpre programs and sub-

routines will be presented to acquaint the reader with
coding for the machine.

rn all exampres it is assumed that the computer is
operating in the normal mode and that the program has

been stored in the memory of the computer. Frow charts,

diagrams indicating the "frow" or steps in the computa-

tion will be used to clarify the examples.

. This

particular program requests the operator to enter the

numbers to be averaged manually. After the average has
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been computed, the computer stops with the result dis-

played in the Accumulator. Restarting the computer al1ows

the program to be run again. It is assumed that the

numbers are scaled so that no overflow will occur, but

if overflow does occur, the overflow indicator will auto-

matically be turned on. A flow chart for the program

appears in Figure 43.

Flow chart for
signed numbers

Start

Input x (first number)

Store x

Input y (second number)

Findy+x

Fig. 43. finding the average of two
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In the flow chart, Do actual'addresses or operation

codes appear. The flow chart merely indicates the se-

guence in which the operations are to be performed. In

order for the machine to execute the program, it must

be instructed in machine langruage. I,he second column in

Table VIII contains the program exactly as it would

appear stored in the memory of the computer: the first

hexadecimal digit designates the operation; the next

two hexadecimal digits designate the address associated

with the operation. fhe program could" be stored any,vhere

in the memoryr it is arbitrarily assumed to be stored

starting at address 20.

A routine 5or multiplication and division. This

routine assumes that a1l numbers are scaled so that

their magnitudes are less than one. Ihis convention

eliminates many problems relating to overflow and the

proper positioning of the binary point in the result.

In multiplication, partial products are shifted to

the right rather than to the left as in pencil and

paper multiplication to insure that the most significant

digits are not lost if overflow occurs. fhe multiplica-

tion of two n bit numbers can result in the formation
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PROGRAI{
OF

TABLE VIII
FOR FIIUDING TIIE AVERAGE
TWO SIGNED NUMBERS

Contents of
Address Address Operation Remarks

2A 100

c30

100

E30

900

000

A20

INl,t

ADD

SR

HI,T

JMP

The computer stops to per-
mit manual entry of the
first number.

The first number is stored
in memory address 30.

lftre first number is cleared
from the Accumulator and
the computer stops to per-
mit manual entry of the
second number.

Itre first number is added
to the second, with the
sum appearing in the
Accumulator.

Ihe contents of the
Accumulator is shifted
to the right one binary
place which is the equiv-
alent of dividing by two.

llhe computer halts per-
mitting visual observa-
tion of the result stored
in the Accumulator.

Depressing the start/one-
step switch will cause the
computer to take the next
instruction from memory
address 20, so that the
entire program may now
be repeated.

2L

22

23

24

25

26
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of a 2n bit product. In the following routine, a single

length word product resultst if the product exceeds L2

bits, the least significant bits are lost. provision,

however, is made for rounding. A very simple round-off

technique is used. Ttre last retained digit is made a

one, regardless of the value of the digits discarded.

Care must be taken in long computational problems in-

volving repeated operations and round-offs, ds a machine

with a short word length such as SPEDTAC is likely to

produce large round-off errors at an early point. Double

precision programming may be required in some instances

to keep these errors within bounds.

In division, the dividend must be scaled so that it

is less than the divisor. Ttris insures that the quotient

will be less than one. If division is attempted with the

divisor greater than the dividend, or with a divisor of

zero, the overflow indicator will be turned on and the

computer will halt, indicating an improper division. A

single length word rounded quotient is formed, but the

remainder is available for future use if desired.

A flow chart for the routine appears in Figrure 44.
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Enter divideEnter multiply

Determine siqn of result and STO

Initialize: prod or quo = 0; Ta1ly
abs value

Is dvsr = 0?Examine Isb of mnr

Is dvd( dvs

BR dvsr, SR,

SR And STO Digits left

iminish tallv by I BR partial rmdr
(initially dvd)

f s talIv (0?
Is difference 2 Oe

STO new'par-
tial rmdr

BR quo, SL
and STOSTO new talI

BR mpr. SR. and STO BR quo, SL, enter
I in Isb, and SEO

Diminish ta1lv bv 1

Is tallv(0?

BR result * attach si
STO new tally

multi divide

Fig. 44. Flow chart for multiplication-division routine
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Subroutines

Frequently routines for performing certain calcula-

tions or functions are needed more than once in the course

of the solution of a problem. E'or example a multipLica-

tion or division or a more complex calculation such as

square root, sine, number base conversion, etc., may be

required many times. It is not necessary or even prac-

ticable to copy the detailed instructions for these

routines into the main program each time they are needed.

Instead, the required routines for a given program should

be stored only once in the memory, but called upon as

many times as required by the main program. Such routines

are then called subroutines.

Subroutine entry and exit. Each time a subroutine

is called upon, entrance and exit is in general made

from a different place in the main program. A procedure

used with SPEDTAC for subroutine entry and exit is

illustrated in Figrure 45. In each subroutine the last

instruction is reserved for an exit, dD unconditional

jump instruction specifying the address at which the

next instruction in the main program is to be found.



Store exit instruction in subroutine

ilump to subroutine

Subroutine
Exit instruction

Continue with main program
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fig. 45. Subroutine entry and exit

ftre address portion of this jump instruction will in

general be different each time the subroutine is used.

Xherefore, each time before entering the subroutine, a

jump instruction is written into the exit word locat'ion

of the subroutine speciiying the address from which the

next instruction is to be taken.

Ttre program for the multiplication-division flow

chart of Figrure 44 modified for use as a subroutine

appears in Table IX. Instructions for use follow:

Store exit word in E2; store multiplicand or dividend

in FC; bring multiplier or divisor to Accumulator, jumP

to E6 to mu1tiplY or to E9 to divide.
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TABLE IX
MULTIPLICATION-DIVI SION SUBROUTINE

AC (sign) BB 900 D0 BD7 E8 AAl
A1 CBo 89 320 DI CFC E9 CrO(enter divide)
A2 7FD BA 6D3 D2 7FE EA 7ED

A3 5FC BB CFE D3 8OO EB AAl
A4 4FA BC 7FB D4 6FF EC AB1

A5 CAO BD FFT D5 CFE ED AC4

A6 7F9 BE BDF D6 ADA

A7 CFE BF CFB D7 7EE

A8 7E'5 C0 7FD D8 800

A9 CrB Cl 900 D9 CFE .

AA 7TC C2 CFD DA 7FB F9 OOO

AB 4B2 C3 ABl DB FFF FA -OOO

Ac cPc c4 FFF Dc BDF EB (Tally)
AD 7FD C5 BE3 DD CFB rC (mcnd-dvd-rmdr)

AE 482 C6 EFF DE AC9 FD (mpr-dvsr)
AF CFD C7 Ff'C DF 7EE FE (product-quo)
B0 ( ) C8 BE3 E0 5AO FF OOl

81 4TF C9 7FD E1 6FF

B2 FFF cA 900 E2 (exit)
83 BB7 CB CFD E3 7C4

B4 7FE CC FFF E4 EFF

85 EFC CD BD7 E5 OOB

86 ABB cE 7FC E6 CFD(enter multiply)
B7 7FE CT FFD E7 7EC
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Specimen Programs

Two representative programs written by students

foIIow. In both programs, the student's description

makes little further comment neeessary. Ttre machine

langruage programs are written on coding sheets of the

type adopted for classroom use at Oregon College of

Education.

A routine to compute grade point average. This

program is a good illustration'of the use of the multi-

plication-division subroutine. It is also instructive

in that it. shows the necessity of appropriate scaling.

Ttre student's description follows below. Etre f low chart

appears in Figure 46 and the machine language program

coding sheet in Figure 47.

The program computes the grade point average
by the equation

n

t eihi
G.P.A. = -4r-f,nt

I

where n = the number of classes, and 9., the
grade point (A = 4, B = 3, C = 2, D =fi f = O)

earned for a class of hi houre. h1, then
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represents the total number of hours taken.
For convenience, all data is input as a product
of 28, and is scaled for maximum precision
from there. In this position the binary
point will be eight places to the left, count-
ing from the right end of the accumulator,
register. A combination multiplication-
division subroutine is used which assumes
all data to be scaled less than one. Etre
answer appears with the binary point in the
same position as the input data.

Instructions For Use: The data is to be
entered manually upon the appearance of a
series of Input Manual (INM) commands. On
the first INM, input the number of classes.
Ttren on successive INM pairs, input the grade,
and then the number of credit hours for that
cIass. Input all data into the accumulator
with the binary point eight places from the
right end, and the answer will appear in
this position. Begin loading the tape at
address 00, and begin the program at address
20.

Remarks: A binary to decimal subroutine
which converts the fractional part of the
answer to decimal form may be used with the
program. The integral part need not be con-
verted, since it is always four or less and
is identical in form.
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i(srr,. ) = o
1nSet f h, =Ql-L

I

INIvI tally = n (no. classes

Set return jump in
Divide subroutineIs n( 0?

INM multiplicand
Set Dividend = tg*h

set Ir,. + rr+I rr.utl-ql-

(sum h) set Divisor = fu

Divide: tor,
fh

$et return jump in
multiply subroutine

INM multiplier = h(hours

l4u1tiply: g'h

fgihi * s.h -2 lbrn,

fig. 46. Flow chart
average

for program to compute grade point



Pnosra@Wrttten
Start load at address_9,-Q._ Start

uvTr"..o C*ku..\L 
us

J
nrn at address-]g-

00
01

o2

03

04

05

06

07

o8

"09
OA

CB

oc

OD

OE

OF

10

11

12
13

r4
15

16

L7

18

19

1A

18

1C

1D

IE
1F

e) )tr BR o
c )(^ S.fih t- L
a. )') sfn r aL
A f)n TMP J

A IE o'1,,- --i r. o :T)) ,r

A t2 r.l*.. '. - o. I M-\-

)q t I L: *^t.,\ L,,,r.
I h

9 I' ah: f c..^,1- r Lr.
oPb h

.(J

= lno. ho*f<
+-^)1,- - v.a oLcrer

a

Fig. 47. Program to compute grade point average
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"sixteen matches" game. No program library is com-

plete without a game or two for demonstration use. lltre

following is one of several written by students. l[tre

description follows below. fhe flow chart appears in

Figrure 48 and the coding sheet in Figrure 49.

The game is to be played by one player
against the computer. There are sixteen
imaginary matches represented by a binary
number displayed in the accumulator. On each
play, one, two, or three matches must be re-
moved from the pile. Whoever is forced to
pick up the last match loses. If the player
chooses some number other than one, two, or
three, the computer puts all matches back in
the pile and returns to the beginning of the
game. At the beginning and after each play
the computer stops and displays the number of
matches remaining in the pile. After all
matches have been picked up, all "ones" appear-
ing in the accumulator indicate that the player
has won and all "zeros" indicate that the com-
puter has won.

TLre rule used by the computer is to
attempt to leave 4n * I (O<nS3) matches in
the pi1e. This enables the computer to win
when it plays first or when a mistake by its
opponent al}ows it to do so.

Instructions for use: Load at address
00; begin at address 00. On the first INM,
input zero for the computer to play first;
otherwise as on all other INtl instructions,
input the number of matches (one, two or
three only) the player chooses to remove from
the pile.
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no

no

Setx=16;Disp1a

Isy=0?INMv=Q.1.2. or3

IsY=0?

Is v >3?

HaIt; Display x

rs v( 13?

Is x=4n*1?

Setx=4nfl

Set x=1HaIt; Displa

HaIt;
player win

HaIt;
computer wins

Fig. 48. Flow chart for "sixteen matchesr' game
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2 OJ BP tL
c s4 S7b .q
o lo Htr (tr,'t
1 oo T ill-t b

c, ?(- Srb J
F 3t suA f
B t3 Iot/
A oe- JMP
I oo .TxtM

c :3.< S7b t,
F 7t srrR ol

R oo TOIU
tr l2 SUB 3
B otr Tou
A oo TMP
'l 14 BR y
F <C SUR !r

c 3,.1 s7b *
o o3 rltT (s)
? .<4 BPv
tr ,D Sun r?
B Itr To IV
tr 3t Su,B t

B IA ]t.o A/

t: 3i ADo I

c. 3.t Sfd u
,) 34 BR za
F 3r sUR, L

e 3q Sm ,f
o o7) Hlr (rs)
A o9 rMP
E AB ADD .3-

Fig. 49. Program for "sixteen matches" game
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2L

22
23

2\
25
z6
2T

zB

29
2A

a
2C

2D

2E

2r
30

3r
3a
33

34

35

36
3T
38

39
3n

3ts

3c
3D

38
3r

st
oo
o1

02

o3

04

o5

o6

oT
o8

0g
OA

CB

oc
OD

OE

OF

lo
tl
l2
r3
r4
15

16

L7

18

x9
1A

IB
lc
1D

lE
1r
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Expanding Program Storage Capacitv

Students enrolled in a one quarter computer coding

course have often undertaken more ambitious programs

than had been antieipated. When these programs involve

several subroutines, working space becomes very limited.

Consideration should be given to expanding the program

storage capacity of the machine in future models. 1[tle

present 256 word memory storage capacity could be

doubled without major structural changes in the machine

at an estimated ten to fifteen percent increase in over-

all cost. fhis expansion would help relieve the limited

program space. Further memory expansion beyond a 5L2

word memory is not recommended as major structural

changes would be required. A 512 word memory would re-

quire a nine bit address which would probably dictate a

change to an octal grouping of bits, ds a hexadecimal

grouping would be awkward. fnput-outPut routines would

also become somewhat more complex to allow the entering

of decimal data.

Present memory capacity and the limited number of

input-output characters allowed restricts most Pro-

gramming to machine language only. During the last
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several years a considerable interest in automatic pro-

gramming has arisen. By doubling the present memory

capacity and expanding the number of allowed characters

to permit a pseudo-algebraic langruage, the illustration

of elementary automatic programming techniques seems

feasible.

Coding for l"linimum Access Time

By choosing a judicious arrangement of data and

instructions in the memory, the aetual operating time

for a routine in a serial machine such as SPEDTAC can

be reduced considerably. Sometimes this is referred to

as optimum programming. On the majority of programs

written for SPEDTAC, little attention has been given to

this since the majority of programs written to date take

but a few minutes running time. On lengthy Programs and

frequently used subroutines, minimum access coding may

be desired. In order to code for minimum access, the

progranmer must know the minimum access location(s) for

data in relation to the location bt any given instruc-

tion. Etre order in which instructions are picked up in-

ternally complicates slightly the determining of these
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locations. The rules for determining minimum access

time addresses appear in Table X. Since there are two

data tracks, there are two minimum access locations in

relation to the location of any instruction.

TABLE X

II,IINIII,IUM ACCESS TIME ADDRESSES

Address of
Instruction

First t'Iinimum
Access Address

Second Minimum Access
Address

00-1r

20-3F

40-5F

60-7F

80-9F

AO-BF

c0-Dr

EO.FF

Add 80

l|t,

Sub

It

ll

I

Add AO

r, 60

rA0

,r 60

Sub 5F

"9F
r, 5r

t' 9F

7F

lt
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CHAPTER XI

SUMIVIARY AIiID EVALUATION

SPEDTAC is a prototllge stored program, serial, binary

type solid state digital computer designed primarily for

instructional use. Ihe non-volatile magnetic disc memory

has a storage capacity of 256 thirteen bit words, and

has an average access time of 8.3 milliseconds.

An Instruction register, a Next Address register, and

a single word length Accumulator comprise the registers of

the computer, and all are impJ-emented from transistor flip-

f lops. lltre principal gating elements of the computer are

implemented from diode-transistor NAI{D logical building

blocks. Stroke and Dagger functions are ueed to express

the logical equations.

Provision is made for both manual-visual and punched

tape communication with the computer.

PIug. in printed circuit logic cards and a built in

sectionil marginal testing facility provide ease of

maintenance.

A standard relay rack or an optional desk tpe en-

closure may be used to house the computer.

lfhere are no special cooling or povrer requirements.
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The computer has a repertoire of sixteen basic opera-

tions which is adequate to permit the handling of a

variety of arithmetic and logical problems. A number

of programs and subroutines have been prepared for the

machine.

The SPEDTAC project has shown that a relatively Iow

cost instructional digital computer can be constructed

and made to operate with good reliability.

Classroom response has been excellent. In addition

to acquiring basic programming ski11s, students have

gained better insight into number systems, arithmetic,

Iogic and Boolean algebra, and numerical computations.

Ttre computer illustrates the basic features of

larger computers at a small fraction of the cost in-

volved in actually using a large computer for beginning

instructional use. Former students have reported that

they have found the transition to programming larger,

more complex computers relatively easy.

The 256 word Program storage capacity has been

found somewhat small for the coding of some.problems

attempted, but at the same time it encourages more

efficient coding techniques. Consideration should be
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given to expanding the program capacity to 512 words in

future models, as the additional cost would be small,

and no major structural changes would be required in

the machine. fhe addition of a pseudo-algebraic langruage

to permit the illustration of elementary automatic pro-

gramming techniques seems feasible also with the in-

creased program storage capacity.

It is felt that computers modeled after SPEDTAC

will become a valuable addition to the mathematics,

science, and engineerlng programs of our Eeeondary

schools and colleges.
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' orn"*rx A. DEFrNrrroN oF TERIr{s

AND LOGICAIJ EQUATIoN SUII{MARY

Timing Terms Defined

To=6rtD2l5rtoo
.o = to, I o, I o, I Folt

.1 = torto, lo, loo)l

f{=F3tD2tEr
.e= (D3 lE2 lo, loo)l

Tr, = D3 | Dz fDrf Do

.rt = (Dg I ,, lrr I no)l

a = address time period = [fortE2 161)16'3]ltr, lE, I orl

6o) | (Dg 162l o, loo)
s = secror time period = [to, I E, t Erl I or] I

(D3t62 lo, l6ol
c = clock = (RAcl)l E = RA.l

.# = delayed clock = Et"al

q, = Frt no

q=Fotn, 92= (Folpr)l

4= tolrr 93= (polpr)l
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Control and Signal Terms Defined

5 = positive pulse from start/one-step switch

d = difference command sigmal = (6 I sug) I (c lapp)

r = recirculation control signal = (SLlt.I3 ; t'+tr)l

(sL lsR I sro tt6l I (sn I ro) l(srorTolEt3)

w = recirculation output from Acc. & Sign = (ffilA.ltt)l

(sroleolto) | (arl r)

v = sum or difference = t"tVtz) l(xlVlZ) l(xtVlZ) l(xlylz)

b = carry or borrow = (atxlv) I (Etxlz) l(dl;tv) l(a litz)l(ylz)

p = RG inpur to Accumularor = [t*trt I Gril lxon] l(nlwlr,e)l
(l,s lw) I T

x = input to adder-subrractor = [tO, f rrrlTrr) I rtw f rlO ]f
tilrol

y = input to adder-subtractor = 1nl/, I ,rO;f rr)l

Switches Defined

SWt = start/one-steP

::'^] = normal,/one-step modet*r, 
J

t*3 = skip

sw4 = Accumulator clear
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SW=
5

SW- =6

S*Z = Ov'flo clear

SWg = l,laster clear

NOTE: S\ is diode
lines hut is

Instructions Defined

Instruction Register clear

Next Address Register clear

coupled to all other clear switch
not included in logic equations.

Hr,T = rrz * ,ff | ,rO t rgl 93

rNM = rrz t trr i 'ro I 
lrr 7,

our = ,rz I ,rr trro t rsl 73

sKrP Group = r,z | ,r, t Tro t 19 t 73

LP = trz IT* ltrot tst73

xoR = rrz I Trr t 
':.0 l 

Trt V,

LS = ,r, lT* tT, of rrlV,

BR = (not, explicitly decoded)

sL=i*lrrrt-rol-gl7s

sR =f*Irrr lrroI-rrl7t
.JtlP = r, t rrr tTr.o t r.rt 73
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,JON

STO

RTP

ADD

stB

T* I 
',.,.

T*ii*
i,IT*
T,Ir*
r* Ir*

I Tro tlrr7,
t ,ro I rrl g,

I -ro l--rl fr,

{ Tro | ,r lV,

I iro ti, tV,



rlip-
FIop Function Input Equations

Ao Accumula-
tor sign

RG = {6t aot u'.r.r) l(bldlEo'.rr) t(frzrrrr-l plrr) f Italtrr)l
.l

(rrzlrrrltr)J
l.-

sG = ILO'Aoldt.rr) 
I (btdrEortrr) 1(Trztrrrl pttr) I

6rrt -,_rl trl] 
) r Itartrr)l(Trrt rrrl 11)]

ST = RT = c rl = INM through 4.7K R = SWn

At Accumula- RGi= oi*l sGi = fr*a R = SWn ST = RT = lrtElc)l
_ EOrthru

ott B, on A1 = tsr,ltrr)l through 4.7K

Accumura- RG = [t*f 11 I tilrr^ll lxon] l(Rlw llp) | (r,s lw) lT sG = HE
tor input sr = *t =lrtElc)l ,t = {snltrr)l through 4.7K R = swn

B Blockage RG = M SG = HLTfINMIOUTIt*2O (one step pos.) ST = RT = a13

I ru t.r:)f

otz

H(,
o



FIip-
Flop Function Input Equations

Coinci-
dence

Bit time
counter

Bit time
counter

Bit time
counter

Bit time
counter

Sign com-
parison

RG=

ST=

ST=RT=DO R

sT =Eg

ST=RT=D, R

ST=RT=D, R

RG = (Rtw) lGf rtt

_ 
([,.orrFolFI) l(r ttFznTrr7rf t =r;)r

ll. 
- 

1

L[ L(t{rlpolpl) I (rzl gzttgLtgi I gLl fr3

trrlr,.olfrrlfrr) I(irll orlill ] r =

RT = c n =Jrl

_ _1etsll
_; -r3 ST=RT=c

Do

DI

Dz

Dt

G

= jrl "r to ext. gate G, with SG = 0,

?l- ,1'

_? r- r1,

rr sG = [t*trt lGlrl ttr] rt. sr = Rr = c

(,
H



FIip-
Flop Function Input Equations

rl
thru
tl

re

rg
thru
ttt

Address RG.
portion of L

Inst. Regis- SG,
ter L

ST=

Input to RG =
Address
portion of SG =
Inst. Regis-
ter ST =

Inst.
tion
Inst.
ter

Dor- RG.
ot
Reqis- SG..L

ST

to RG
por-

of SG

Regis-
ST

Input
Inst.
tion
Inst.
ter

f

l-+ I

= l-+I

RT =(atclE)l R=SW-
5

(R tFlt Po) I

ItntF, teol I

Rr =(alclE)f

'r)
rrr] r

= sw5

H(,
N

(Po lFr l g lc) t

tPo) ttTrlrr)

rt Po) | (g 
Ll 

-rr)] |

(Po lFl lg l"l I

(R lPl

Itn rF

RT=

tv rt
tV rt

R

ft=

rtz

sw_
5

R=SWU



FIip-
Flop Function Input Equations

RG = RAJI sG = *ol sT

RG=JO SG=JO ST=

RG=il sG=Ivt RT=tra

sG = s*2a leaf (Nornral

ST = 0S,

RG. -N. - sc. =F. - sTL r.+I L i-+1 = RT = (ctalE)t R = SW-
b

lJ-

=RT="*

RT=c

Index read

Index re-
timed
Manual
start and
one-step

Next
Address
Register

Input Next
Address
Register

Phase

Phase

Jo

J1

"t 
to ext.

one-step

G, with

= 1),

gate

pos.

P

=Q

ST=

pos.

Nl
thru
*z

Ng ([,oo*'oo, | (n,rpl,] ,-r) ,[(,rrNr) rrulFr] r Irrrirsxelrsrr
(usw,rsKp)] 

) 
,(t(sonrAo) r (JMpr,] ,)] 

tt[l:"t.rrAo) 
r

(.nqpn]r) I r,r, t[[,rrVtsxp) tstt err*ri"*i,],)] sG = IE

ST = RT = (clalE')t R - 5*6

O (gnd) SG=E ST=RT=t*

Fr sG=P, sr=RT=po 
E

Po

Pt

RG=

RG=

RG=



Flip-
Flop Function Input Equations

Complement

Data Read

Sector

Track
Select

Unity
adder

Overflow

Carry/
borrow

Write Amp.

RG = (dlb)lB
ST=RT=t*

RG=RAl
R

ST=RT=c

True input =

Ealse input =

SG = dlb

SG= ST=

RAI ST=RT=c
s=RAl se=

s

= tw, lFo I Frt

= [ ,*, tFo tFrl

=RT=t9

= frl fr, sc

#
R

s

T

WA

Bn RT=c

#

u

RG

RG

SG

ST

RG =tI ST=RT=c

sG =Elultrrln sr =RG = T ISKP].,,

RG = nrto+trlItalbltl3teltulro+rt] sG =

| (rz tg) lgLtg3

t 0-7tfr2t tgL$rlt gLlg3

(wtc) I sro
IfwrElIsro] tsro

RTv

z

(wlc) |

It* r .l

=c R=SW,

tEru tt* tE) tb tffl

P(,
A



APPENDIX B. INSTRUCTIO}I LIST SUMI4ARY

Operation Code
Binary Hexadecimal Addr. Abbr. Operation Description

1110

1111

0110

0110

0101

mF

ADD Add

Subtract

LS Logical Sum

m LP Logical Pro-
duct

m XOR Exclusive Or

Add the contents of memory loca-
tion m to the contents of the
Accumulator, retaining the result
in the Accumulator.
Subtract the contents of memory
location m from the contents of
the Accumulator, retaining the
result in the Accumulator.
Find the logical sum of the con-
tents of memory location m and the
contents of the Accumulator, re-
taining the result in the Accumu-
lator.
Find the logical product of the
contents of memory location m and
the contents of the Accumulator,
retaining the result in the Accumu-
lator.
Find the result of the operation
Exclusive Or on the contents of
memory location m with the con- H
tents of the Accumulator, re- S
taining the result in the

4



INSTRUCTION LIST SUMII4ARY (cont'd. )

Operation Code
Binary Hexadecimal Addr. Abbr. Operation Description

(continued)

1000

1001

0111

1100

0000

I

9

mc

o

SL Shift Left

SR Shift Right

m BR Bring

Store

HLT Halt

Accumulator. If m contains all
ones, the result is the comple-
ment of the original contents of
the Accumulator.

Shift the contents of the Accumu-
lator one Binary position to the
left.
Shift the contents of the Accumu-
lator one Binary position to the
right.
Bring the contents of memory loca-
tion m to the Accumulator, re-
placing the previous contents of
the Accumulator. The contents of
m is unchanged.

Store the contents of the Accumu-
lator in memory location m. The
contents of the Accumulator is
unchanged.

Halt the computer, stopping re-
circulation of all registers but
retaining their respective
contents.

ts
UJ
Or



INSTRUCTION LIST SUMMARY (cont' d. )

Operatj-on Code
Binary Hexadecimal Addr. Abbr. Operation Description

0001

t 101

o010

1010

1011

D

INlt Input lvlanual Halt the computer and clear the
Accumulator in preparation for
rece.iving manually inserted in-
formation.
Read one code group from the
paper tape reader into the least
significant four bit positions of
the Accumulator and the sign bit
position; advance tape in prepara-
tion for reading in the next code
grouP.

Punch one code group on paper
tape and advance tape and/or tlpe
one character.
Take the next instruction from
memory location m.

Take the next instruction from
memory location rn if the sign of
the Accumulator i-s negative. If
not, continue in normal sequence.

Read, Tape

Output

Skj-p on Switch Sense skip switch on control I
panel; if on, skip the next {
instruction.

mB

JI'I4P

Jump on neg.

o011 00*



INSTRUCTION LIST SUM!{ARY (cont'd. )

Operation Code
Binary Hexadecimal Addr. Abbr. Operation Description

OO11 3 2Or, SzO skip on zero Sense the overflow indicator; if
overflow off, skip the next instruction.

If on, turn overflow off and pro-
ceed.

*Not a true address; part of operation code-

H
u)
00




